
PART 3C- 
ORDER WHAT YOU CAN ASAP.  
Recent reports have come out that the present administration is now aggressively trying to block all imports 
of these prescription treatments at customs to stop their access for use. I think that starts in November. 
People cannot get them here in this country anymore due to the CDC blocking them from sale and 
pharmacies being ordered to not allow doctors to fill the prescriptions, so everyone is ordering from 
overseas where most of these meds are made anyway. Many of these overseas pharmacies require no 
prescription because these meds are very safe and have been sold as over the counter meds for decades. 
Especially Ivermectin and HCQ which are having great success all over the world and are considered the 
safest of drugs. These have been OTC meds for eons and used in many counties as weekly medicine for 
malaria with no side effects. Interestingly enough, countries where they use HCQ as a weekly med their 
COVID numbers are almost non-existent. Big Tech and Big Pharma working through the UN and the CDC 
have joined forces to block all treatments because they are both invested in each other and the vaccine 
mandates.  
 
NOTE: Not every state is participating in blocking the meds so I am not sure if that means yours could get 
by. Mine did, but I heard others did not. But they did not live in PA. That was was.....wait for it......Illinois ! 
Chicago, to be exact. So no surprise there. I have noticed the two places overseas that I used did not send 
them in boxes easily recognized as meds. They are aware of this and maybe that is why they are sending 
things in normal unmarked boxes.  
 
The governments that are under the control of Big Pharma bankers are blocking treatments worldwide, 
with the exception of India, China, Japan, Russia, a lot of the Middle Eastern Arab countries, and a handful 
of South American countries. These countries are not mandating vaccines and have stopped many of the 
vaccines in their countries due to the alarming high number of deaths and severe permanent side effects. 
Instead they are giving an Ivermectin/HCQ/antibiotic combo pack to every citizen, and since doing so, they 
have seen their COVID numbers plummet and become almost non-existant and still stay that way ! While 
the USA and other western countries like Canada, Australia, the UK, Europe, and Israel, that are controlled 
by and all beholden to Big Pharma, refuse to do so. Tells you right there which countries Big Pharma and the 
UN controls and is targeting. They are crippling and taking out the western countries most resisitent to 
communism and totalitarianism. All the countries using the vaccine only approach, and the 
remdesivir/ventilator only  protocol, have seen COVID numbers spike straight through the roof and death 
rates more than double than when the original outbreak occurred. Despite the effort to cover up the 
results, studies are now showing that the vaccines are causing the variants and the spikes. Exactly what all 
the top scientists and doctors warned of over a year ago.  
 
I've never seen anything like this push to stop treatments for any epidemic or pandemic in past medical 
history. Something is amiss when treatments discovered and used to treat hundreds of thousands with 
great success by the top doctors in their fields, are then banned and blocked from use allowing hundreds of 
thousands to die for the sake of a forced vaccination mandate.  
 
So now most people are getting these safe, very effective, decades old, tried and trusted, nobel prize 
winning meds from sites not requiring a prescription, almost all of which are overseas, and have operated 
for years selling these meds because ALL OF THEM are OVER THE COUNTER meds  and have been considered 
among the most safe to use for decades. Decades ! Even having nobel prizes awarded for the meds and to 
the doctors who developed them. So why the sudden claim of harm? The mandatory vaccine only agenda is 
killing people.  
 



GET IVERMECTIN AND HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE (HCQ) WHILE YOU STILL CAN.     
 
IN ADDITION TO BUDESONIDE AND 3% FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, YOU SHOULD GET IVERMECTIN 
AND HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE (HCQ). You want the budesonide to nebulize for your lungs if needed. The 
other two meds prevent and treat the overall illness and the infection, and you may find that you do not 
need the budesonide using the other two, or vice versa. Many of the protocols use a combination of two or 
all three of these meds to address the different complications that can arise in people with numerous 
comorbidities. But the minute you experience difficulty breathing it would behoove you to have a steroid or 
the natural alternative steroid on hand (3% or 12% HP) to start nebulizing right away to stop it from its 
progression into your lungs and elsewhere.  
 
And remember, if you have nothing else on hand, try the 0.9% saline solution mixture to nebulize. Like you 
would  gargle with salt water at the onset of a sore throat. But use distilled water and either Celtic sea salt, 
Himalayan salt, or Redmonds Real Salt. Follow the salt solution recpies in the protocol links.  I would add a 
drop or two of iodine to the saline solution if you have it to the strengthen the solution. 
 
Nebulizing gets into the lungs faster and more efficiently. It deals with the micro clotting in the lining of the 
lungs. When ordering be careful to look for "respules" to nebulize, NOT the inhaler. However, if you have 
nothing else, go for the inhaler or the steroid pills until you do. (You could use the Hydrogen Peroxide while 
waiting to fill an order. Get some to have on hand.) Anything is better than nothing. But nebulizing using the 
respules gets down into the lungs tissue more efficiently than using an inhaler would. Some people have 
had success using sprays and inhalers when nothing else was available. It just took longer. If you are older 
or have comorbidities get as much as you can to have on hand because a lot of this will not be available, 
especially with the manipulation of the supply chain "shortages".  
 
DO NOT WAIT TO GET THESE BECAUSE YOU WON'T FIND A DOCTOR WHO CAN GET IT LAST MINUTE, IF AT 
ALL. SO DO YOURSELF A FAVOR AND GET IT ON HAND NOW. AND GET ALL THE OTHER OPTIONS IN CASE 
THEY REMOVE THESE FROM SALE.  
 
STEROID TABLETS 
IF YOU CANNOT GET THE NEBULIZED FORM OF A STEROID LIKE BUDESONIDE, THERE IS ALSO PREDNISOLONE 
TABS (THE ACTIVE FORM OF PREDNISONE) THAT YOU CAN TAKE. I HAVE SEEN THAT PARTICULAR STEROID 
PRESCRIBED IN THE PROTOCOLS.  
 
Read the protocols first, make a list to compare them, and figure it out, if your doctor will not help you. Get 
whatever you can on the protocol lists and make a plan to have at hand. 
 
Along with the Ivermectin, the HCQ, and Budesonide, you may want to have on hand these antibiotics from 
the protocols:  
Azithromyacin; clarithromycin; doxycycline; (and dexamethisone) for the differnt needs you may develop.  
 
I would ask a doctor first, if you are blessed enough to have one, or know one that will work with you. I 
have not found one yet in the system who is willing to go against the hospital mandates, even though they 
know you are allergic to vaccines and have had SEVERE, NEAR DEATH  adverse reactions to them in the past 
and were warned never to take them again. So finding a doctor not controlled by the system is easier said 
than done with the inexplicable "one size fits all" mandates now in place.  
 



Thousands of doctors who refuse to be a part of this global tryanny forcing a one size fits all mandate of 
treatment that does not work, have formed alliances online, and are joining forces to form private group 
practices together, in order to help people get the treatment and help they need. Those websites and links 
are below to get a telemed doctor, but they are in such great demand that they can be overwhelmed with 
the shear number of calls coming in on a daily basis from all over the country. Their numbers are quickly 
growing though, so give them a try.  
 
I still suggest getting whatever meds you can get ahead of time, even if you cannot contact a telemed right 
away, because the blocking of access to the meds applies even to them, so it will take them time to get you 
what you need. They do not take insurance for obvious reasons so the place they would use that require a 
prescription will cost you far more than the links below I used to get mine. I used those two pharmacies 
because they were legit and they had customer service that worked and did not require a prescription. I 
knew people who used the inhousepharmacy so I used that one first. It took a long time (It was in Australia 
where they are being scrutinized) but it did arrive. The other place (Reliable Rx Pharmacy) I found was in 
India where most of these products are manufactured, and it had a very high rating. It turned out to have 
quicker and better service and they update you every step of the way. 
 
In the meanwhile, GET PREPARED AND RESEARCH AND READ EVERY PROTOCOL. BE FAMILIAR WITH THEM. 
Ask people you know who have used them if you can. Or save yourself the time and call the doctor websites 
in the links below and let them help you put it all together if you feel you need help and can afford it. The 
more you read them, the more they will be easier to understand.  
  
AND EVEN IF YOU CAN GET THE BUDESONIDE, IT COULD GET BANNED FROM SALE, SO I WOULD STILL GET 
THE NATURAL NEBULIZED 3 % or 12% FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE PROTOCOL.   
It works for colds, flu, pneumonia, viruses, lung conditions. gut issues. gum disease, heart problems, 
vascular issues, and on and on. It could keep you out of a doctor or dental office in flu season. I used a form 
of this in my "before nebulizing years" with the old tried and true "head held over a pan of steaming water 
with a towel over your head" technique. Back then you added a little HP to the steaming pan of water and 
under the towel tent you went. Not as efficient as a nebulizer, but it worked okay for ending flu and colds 
and kept them from becoming a respiratory disaster. Again it is about lessening viral load and killing off 
what you can before it gets to your lungs.  
 
So get a nebulizer now. I know I keep repeating that, but it is important because of the severity of the attack 
on the lungs with the acute sudden onset respiratory attack that can happen. Links are below where to buy 
them. (It is not Amazon.) 
 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE MIXTURE DIRECTIONS LINKS : 

 THIS LINK HAS THE TREATMENT RECIPE-  

The title page says: "HOW TO PRPEARE YOUR NEBULIZING SOLUTION"  
On pages 6-7 
PDF Dr. Mercola Interviews the Experts   
 
Page 10 of Mercola link above - Has the HP waterpick protocol for gums  
 
EBOOK Link: 

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2021/April/PDF/nebulized-hydrogen-peroxide-pdf.pdf


Page 11 - Has the download link for Dr. Levy's free ebook about HP and all its uses. No email required. Its 
totally free.   https://rvr.medfoxpub.com/ 
 
Nebulized Hydrogen Peroxide — A Simple Remedy for COVID-19 ... - Nebulized peroxide basics 
 
Nebulized Peroxide — A Simple Remedy for COVID-19 ... 
 
Dr Mercola; Nebulized Peroxide — My Favorite Treatment ... 
 
BILL MUNROE METHOD HYDROGEN PEROXIDE INHALATION - READ THIS article. This method is good for 
other issues also. This link has Video instructions for inhaled 3% HP. Munroe died in 2014. In his 60's he had 
cancer and was told he would not survive past a few months. He researched and came up with this 3% HP 
treatment which he sprayed and inhaled throughout the day. This was before anyone thought to nebulize it. 
The simple treatment he discovered and developed worked so well that Bill Munroe lived 30 more years 
cancer free. This was after they gave him a death sentence of 3 months. He used his 3% HP UNdiluted spray 
everyday. You can read about it on the site link.  
 
NOTE: This Munroe method was used long BEFORE the nebulized version. You should use nebulized HP for 
COVID . The reason it is diluted when nebulized is because when nebulized it goes directly into lung tissue 
which is very delicate. The Munroe method is not diluted and is sprayed into the mouth and  inhaled 
through quick strong breaths to force it up sinuses. Not nebulized directly into the lungs.  A much different 
delivery system. (Better than nothing though, if you cannot get a nebulizer or the 3% food grade HP.)  I 
would use FOOD GRADE as much as possible because it does not have the chemicals added, and when 
Munroe came up with this method, food grade HP was NOT available at that time and it definitelty was not 
nebulized. It is now. It is still up in the air if regular non-food grade HP may damage lungs due to nebulizing 
something chemically processed. Food Grade is edible and not chemically processed. I would use food grade 
if you can get it. As Mercola and Levy say in the videos, if you are in a position where you cannot get the 
food grade HP then use the 3% regular type because you are not using it on a daily basis long term. Keep the 
other regular cheaper non-food grade  HP for sterilizing objects and cleaning around the house.  
 
LINK with onsite demo video; Bill Munroe Method 
https://www.earthclinic.com/remedies/hydrogen_peroxide_inhalation.html 
 
HERE IS DR. BROWMSTEIN'S WRITTEN DIRECTIONS FOR HIS PROTCOL. IT IS ALSO IN THE MERCOLA PDF 
COMPARISON CHART. THAT ONE IS EASIER TO READ AND HAS THE CONVERSION INTO US MEASUREMENTS. 
They are both the same recipes.  
 
 
DIRECTIONS FROM:  Dr. Brownstein's Blog on How to Nebulize • StevenYager.org 
For Daily Maintenance with NO Infection: 
5 CCs (5 ml) 0.9% Saline Solution 
1 CCs (1 ml)  3% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide 
 
Nebulize until Metered Bowl is Empty 
 
Once per day. 
 

https://rvr.medfoxpub.com/
https://www.spiritofchange.org/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple-remedy-for-covid-19/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/joseph-mercola/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple-remedy-for-covid-19/
https://agrdailynews.com/2021/02/15/dr-mercola-nebulized-peroxide-my-favorite-treatment-choice/
https://www.earthclinic.com/remedies/hydrogen_peroxide_inhalation.html
https://stevenyager.org/there-is-still-hope-out-there-how-to-nebulize/


 
 
For people with Asthma or High Blood Pressure: 
 
3 CCs (3 ml) 0.9% Saline Solution 
 
0.43 CCs (0.43 ml)(11 Drops)  3% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide 
 
Nebulize until Metered Bowl is Empty 
 
Once per day. 
 
 
Delicate Lungs: 
 
3 CCs (3 ml) 0.9% Saline Solution 
 
0.21 CCs (0.21 ml)(5 Drops)  3% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide 
 
Nebulize for 10 minutes 
 
Once per day. 
 
Note: 
 
11 Drops from an eye dropper is approximately 0.43 CCs or 0.43 ml. 
 
Given that the overall mass of 3% Food Grade Hydrogen PerOxide rarely changes. 
 
1 drop is in fact a Scientific Measurement. 
 
All drops are the same mass. 
 
 
People with asthma should be aware that this treatment will cause excessive coughing 
 
and that is normal for them. 
 
 
People with high blood pressure are prone to nose bleeds, 
hence the reduced H2O2. 
 
 
WHERE TO ORDER NEBULIZERS 
 

QUIET, DURABLE MACHINES: 



https://www.medcaresupply.com/John-Bunn-Neb-u-Lite-EV2-Nebulizer-Compressor-p/JB0112-090.htm 

https://onlynebulizers.com/collections/nebulizer-systems/products/medquipneb 

https://onlynebulizers.com/collections/nebulizer-systems/products/pacificaeliteneb 

I bought this one: https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/ DeVilbiss Traveler Portable Compressor Nebulizer 

System  

https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-respironics-innospire-essence-compressor-nebulizer-system.html 
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-respironics-innospire-elegance-compressor-nebulizer-system.html 
 
https://www.vitalitymedical.com/omron-ne-c801-compair-compressor-nebulizer.html 
 
 
WHERE TO BUY SALINE SOLUTION (CHECK PDF'S FOR HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN) 
 
 

Saline 3%  https://www.amazon.com/RSV-Hypertonic-Saline-3-BRONCHIOLITIS/dp/B079GR8C6T 

 SALINE 0.9% :  https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002YRY3HI  - Mercola recommends using 0.9% 

PROTOCOLS: IVERMECTIN AND HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE 

THESE ARE THE SITES WITH PDF'S FOR THE PROTOCOLS USING IVERMECTIN, HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE, AND 

BUDESONIDE:  

IVERMECTIN  AND HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE AND BUDESONIDE ARE THE THREE MEDS BEING USED TO TREAT 

COVID SINCE THE BEGINNING BY DOCTORS IN MAJOR HOSPITALS WHO ARE KNOWN FOR RESEARCH 

STUDIES AND CLINICAL TRIALS.  

LINKS - BUDESONIDE / IVERMECTIN / HCQ: 

DR. BARTLETT 
Budesonide Works This is considered the best treatment for the sudden onset of acute onset respiratory 
illness that can force you into the hospital or cause death. Use this early and that will most likely solve your 
problem. This med has worked even very late in the development of the illness.  
 
DR. BARTLETT - Printed  PDF 
PDF OF BUDESONIDE PROTOCOL: USE THIS PRINTED SET OF DIRECTIONS TO FIGURE OUT HOW MUCH YOU 
WILL NEED TO PLACE AN ORDER. 
****PDF Dr. Bartlett's Suggested Full Treatment Protocol for COVID 19 
 
IVERMECTIN AND HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE  - DR. VLADIMIR ZELENKO 
Treatment Protocol - Dr. Vladimir Zelenko MD 
 

https://www.medcaresupply.com/John-Bunn-Neb-u-Lite-EV2-Nebulizer-Compressor-p/JB0112-090.htm
https://onlynebulizers.com/collections/nebulizer-systems/products/medquipneb
https://onlynebulizers.com/collections/nebulizer-systems/products/pacificaeliteneb
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-devilbiss-traveler-portable-compressor.html
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-devilbiss-traveler-portable-compressor.html
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-respironics-innospire-essence-compressor-nebulizer-system.html
https://www.healthproductsforyou.com/p-respironics-innospire-elegance-compressor-nebulizer-system.html
https://www.vitalitymedical.com/omron-ne-c801-compair-compressor-nebulizer.html
https://www.amazon.com/RSV-Hypertonic-Saline-3-BRONCHIOLITIS/dp/B079GR8C6T
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002YRY3HI
https://budesonideworks.com/
https://theplantstrongclub.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/bartlett_full-protocol.pdf
https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/treatment-protocol/


Prophylaxis Protocol - Dr. Vladimir Zelenko MD 
 
Natural Alternative Treatment to Ivermectin/HCQ 
Quercetin and Zinc: Zelenko Treatment Protocol (September ... ***This is your natural alternative if you 
cannot get the Ivermevtin or Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) 
 
Zelenko Protocols: COVID-19 Prophylaxis and Treatment 2021 - Nebulized Hydroxychloroquine. I did not even 
know there was a nebulized form of HCQ until now.  
 
PDF Zelenko Covid-19 Prophylaxis Protocol - UTRGV 
 
DR. LEE MERRITT:  PDF Download 
PDF Protocols for early Treatment COVID and potentially other 
 
DR. ARDIS:  PDF WITH PROTOCOL  
GET EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO LINKS & RESOURCES  

 
 
NATURAL ALTERNATIVE FOR HYDROXCHLOROQUINE - MAKE THIS AT HOME - VIDEO 
HOME RECIPE FOR HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE (HCQ) 
 
NOTE: TONIC WATER HAS QUININE IN IT, WHICH IS THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN HCQ, HENCE THE NAME 
TONIC. Many people bought this in the early days of COVID to drink while ill and it helped them get better 
faster. I am not sure if it would work on it's own, but maybe if you are taking all the supplements and natural 
alternatives and have nothing else and you added tonic water with Quinine, it would be an aid in faster 
healing. It can't hurt to add it to whatever else you are taking. Quinine in tonic water is the active ingredient in 
HCQ. I know people who used this at the beginning of the COVID panic when we were told there were no 
treatments and it did help them heal faster. But watch out for HFCS in it. Get the organic type if you can afford 
it or try to find a brand without High Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS). 
 
NOTE:  IT MUST SAY QUININE IN THE INGREDIENTS. NOT ALL MODERN DAY TONIC WATER HAS QUININE. 
WITHOUT QUININE IT IS JUST SUGAR WATER AND IT IS USELESS (except as a cocktail mix).  
 
HCQ works best when taken as a prophylaxis, or very early on in the illness. If COVID is advanced, HCQ may 
not be quite as effective as Ivermectin or Budesonide. Or it may take longer to work. Ivermectin and 
Budesonide work even when in advanced stages. But even if taken later, HCQ has helped many people who 
have less comorbidities and are not as compromised in age and health. Many of the protocols combine the 
Ivermectin and HCQ depending on the area where the problem is located. Budesonide is used to prevent it 
from going into the lungs the minute you have breathing issues or when you first feel something coming on. 
Budesonide works well used early and with late use, but using it early stops the long term lung damage.    
Since everyone has heard about the sucess and the benefits of Ivermectin, Budesonide, and HCQ I will not 
dwell on these. But here are links to get them and to get a doctor to prescribe them and and treat you. Dosage 
of Ivermectin is calculated according to body weight. The conversion chart is in the FLCCC Alliance link. 
 

https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/prophylaxis-protocol/
https://covid19.onedaymd.com/2021/03/quercetin-and-zinc-zelenko-treatment.html
https://www.onedaymd.com/2021/03/zelenko-protocol.html
https://faculty.utrgv.edu/eleftherios.gkioulekas/zelenko/Zelenko-memo-August-prophylaxis.pdf
https://drleemerritt.com/uploads/Protocols%20for%20early%20Treatment%20COVID%20and%20potentially%20other.pdf
https://trk.klclick.com/ls/click?upn=UdMxXiiu4TsYIxkrTQ8xB8WQa3gpwqXL58iAK2re-2F7xakSu8sGY2T3iOPKRE0jfnIKJkxlLZXvYsKs2spnqpZTggx-2FmkO6LMSGzhzhCz05nr0W91lWPPEbUfbnRYRBx3qB4FtDfiLieNlVMznvM3XmthRR1nC-2FIOa9T-2BQwZN6dh0XSrMZoAVvLebmpHzGvIlqU0htOpSfr-2BEnvsh2FDdj6GH02IXqDE41PUXnJeRgxy-2BrELji4Q5oDmSJBvxhqJ-2BEgTfPKd98GwBVQlfqgUQvO8GtuRVhm6c26Z3WspKW0o-3D7jch_xMVShmAPS1Sn-2FyKwiJNo-2F6WsHYHOElbtJxvW-2FGTOCYDepF9Ev1-2FrLRWt7ITKL7U1RC-2BwoJBQNiVyK7XRhLpotE-2Fy2edDcH-2FrRXM9-2FMDxE5qu2pv7z1KgJcrCTzL01TSTTOTGwjqTB4GVqmKhQ9CPFanzTIAcaIc3-2FhuhGb7nla3BCJZkB0d3nWa4JGddJUQdERgCuyE5RbG2pbznH7bVLpVqnjfAuOJe1I6kao-2FI8HuRlddNTcbymfNsX-2BuzkXjKGTLo2QzGEk1EJVV-2B-2FuntEvr49f5hGCYJgNW69Fll5k04LqYGSLbs1iKkvgFuHOkGy09ZAroQqbnyepb1KcqKLnZFkeQHjKntBY7xz-2Bjg0QFVe5syeDqIlBmFalGID3ucLKloTeJPtGOvl44xFI-2FdJA-3D-3D
https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/home-recipe-for-hydroxychloroquine-hcq

